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About This Game

The Dwarves is a fantasy role-playing game with a strong story and tactically challenging real-time battles. 15 playable heroes,
each with individual skills, are to be deployed cleverly. Take on superior numbers of orcs, ogres, älfs, bögnilim, zombies, dark

mages and many more foes, to give them the low-down.

Based on the bestselling novel “The Dwarves” by Markus Heitz you’ll experience a fascinating tale revolving around the coolest
fantasy race ever: The Dwarves!

Tactical real-time battles: You’re fighting hundreds of foes with just a handfull of heroes. You can pause anytime to
tactically plan the next smart move.

Crowd Combat: All creatures on the battlefield are rendered with physical complexity – that’s why the battles feel
especially dynamic and “real”, and enabling a lot of tactical finesse.

Captivating story: Join the dwarf Tungdil on his adventurous journey across Girdlegard.

Explore the world: Uncover secrets, learn more about the game world and its inhabitants, and solve optional puzzles.
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Delve into the world map: Girdlegard ranges from snow-covered summits to shimmering deserts. You can move freely
on the world map, meet numerous characters, and experience adventures. But beware: A lot of your actions on the world
map have far-reaching consequences!

Dwarves! Finally the coolest fantasy people are in the spotlight. The NPC days of the bearded axe-wielders are over – the age
of the dwarves has come!
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Title: The Dwarves
Genre: RPG
Developer:
KING Art
Publisher:
THQ Nordic, EuroVideo Medien
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Window 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Q9650 / AMD Phenom II X4 940

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX660 / Radeon 7870 / 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 25 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Polish,Turkish
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Can't say that was enjoyable. I expected the opening to be a bit more gripping.. 7\/10 This game really makes you feel like a
Dwarf

I like the Baldur's Gate

If you like Videogames like Baldur's Gate and Diablo this might be worth your investment. i beat the game in about 8.0 hrs its
worth 10 dollars but i wouldnt pay any more than that. Its short but i enjoyed playing every minute. i found a few bugs and
inconsistencies but overall it wasnt game breaking or crazy. The mechanics of the game where great but i feel the game should
have lasted more than a measly 8 hrs. at the end i expected another act or something but it just rolled credits to my surprise..
Great gaming experience. Had a lot of fun. The camera is a little bit twitchy but the storytelling and athmosphere saves it all.. Its
totaly not worth full price maybe on huge discount like -75% i would not give more than 4 euro for this

Pros
- Cool story
- likeable characters
- Interesting storytelling with narrator commenting like in books
- seemingly quite big world to explore
Cons
- while progressing its really visible they ran out of funds for the game, a lot of content seems cutted out or simplified
ending feels forced and speed up and i was actaully suprised its already the end
- whole story is about this great evil that comes to destroy life but its not really visible
in world it feels more like small problem than end of the world
- character skills progression is really limited
- it takes only 10-14 hours to beat the game
- world seems preety big at beggining but its worth to do only small part of it becasue of food mechanic and overall emptiness
and litlle to none stuff to do on map
- really annoying food mechanic, with food resource that gets drained with each move on world map and with each character in
party. Its interesting at the beggining but with progressing its not possible to have enough food
to feed 10+ party and try to explore this big world so you have to push to main objective the fastest way with hope that u will
have enough resources
. Pros:
The storyline is nice.
Different modes during the game ex. travel mode is like a board game.
Characters can learn different skills

Cons:
The gameplay is a bit weak.
Clipping and camera angles make take away from your ability to fully immurse yourself in the game. It makes the game
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unplayable at times.
These are from personal preference:
Your party maxes out at 4 members in fight mode.
Your characters have a level cap of 10.
Only 1 equipment slot.
Character progression skills are extremely limited.
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This game has such a great enjoyable story i hope they make a sequel!. Although set in its own universe, this game has been
clearly made by those who like Tolkiens dwarves (as I do). I greatly enjoyed this rather short 10 hour campaign. Heavily
overpriced for 40 euros, but if it is on sale go for it.

This is what you can expect: the game is focused on the story mainly, with lots of narratives and decision taking along the way.
There are quite a few battles through the campaign. None of them are very difficult but are simple and enjoyable to go through.
The real time battles are isometric with an active pause where each character has its own set of skills. Expect to slay hundreds of
orcs with just 4 dwarves, Harrr!

The story itself is a classic tale with the epic ending as you may expect from a fantasy tale. It has its own unique twists and
oddities in the world. Its all of very decent quality, good voice-actors, strong story, interesting characters and decent combat.

Now what are ye standin' there like a pointy-eared runt? Pick up yer axe and get yer wee band together! Time t'er smash some
piggies!
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